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From: Tom Fetzer <tom@fetzerstrategicpartners.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2019 6:25 AM
To: Jones, Beth
Subject: Fwd: ECU

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Open Attachments and Links With Caution. 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Harry Smith <hs681v@gmail.com> 
Date: January 17, 2019 at 5:18:09 PM EST 
To: Bob Rucho <brucho@carolina.rr.com>, Tom Fetzer <tom@fetzerstrategicpartners.com> 
Subject: Fwd:  ECU 

  
 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Harry Smith <hs681v@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Jan 17, 2019 at 4:50 PM 
Subject: Re: ECU 
To: Kieran Shanahan <Kieran@shanahanlawgroup.com> 
Cc: Staton, Cecil <CPSTATON@ecu.edu>, Kel Normann <normann.kel@gmail.com>, Vern 
Davenport <vern.davenport@gmail.com> 
 

The letter was unfortunate and created another large divide within the ECU alumnus and 
community and  further there has been a fair amount of supporter's that have expressed regret in 
signing the letter.    
On that point had the signers been factually informed I think you would have had a different 
result but again an opinion but an opinion that has had a lot of phone calls.  One should also 
consider all the people that refused to sign it.    
 
-The letter was written as if the trustees were united , they are not and were not and still are not 
today thus mis - leading and un-fair 
-The President position of support had changed as well and as I'm told everyone on this e-mail 
was aware of that though I know thats confidential again all members on this e-mail were fully 
aware of that however the signers were not 
-Called for the release of the 360 which again everyone on the this e-mail is aware was addressed 
directly by the president in a letter to Cecil and is also not allowed by NC law as you are aware. 
 
The facts were not presented and in my opinion a very false narrative was that has hindered the 
ability to work through issues in a healthy professional manner where differing views and 
opinions are respected in a healthy process.  I have not nor will I attack back and I have not ever 
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nor will I attack the BOT or Cecil using any media platform or in any manner.  I have and will 
continue to ask tough governance and over-sight questions in the best interest of all our schools 
and I have, the only challenge in me doing  that has been ECU which is unfortunate.  What I 
have said and only within proper stake holder conversations was that in "my" opinion Cecil did 
not have the training nor experience to run an asset the size and with the complicity as ECU does 
and I still contend that today , I am not anti Cecil nor anti ECU BOT I am pro all of our schools 
and that certainly goes to ECU.   My focus is whats the best for the institution simple as that.   I 
further strongly believe that the Comphers decision and Stadium expansion belong to the BOT 
and Cecil felt tremendous pressure in both cases and unfortunately that hurt Cecil 
tremendously,  as I have told Margaret and many others on many occasions this wasn't all Cecil's 
fault.  With all that said it has been a circus approach and the letter stunt continued just that type 
of atmosphere at ECU.  My time is short thus I cannot operate with games, positioning nor 
politics what I simply want to do is all I can while I can and unfortunately thats been very 
difficult and ECU again suffers.    
 
Its an honor and privilege to be a trustee or a governor and one we take an oath to uphold, a big 
big part of being a trustee is professional advocacy for the institution that works with the school 
to build a healthy and positive atmosphere with solid results so that key and critical decision 
makers within the governing bodies at the BOG and legislature have faith in investing the hard 
earned tax dollars of North Carolina citizens and as a part of that taking the time to build 
personal relationships at the BOG members and within the legislatures.  I want to help all I can 
and as much as I can whenever I can as long as I don't have to contend in an un-healthy 
atmosphere.  There has been an incredibly large amount of false narrative on what I have 
actually said or done and its been unfortunate.  I'm focused on what's best for the institution and 
sometimes that can be tough but I took the oath and I'm going to honor it as I serve to the best of 
my ability.  My opinions and positions I take are what I believe however I have no issue nor lack 
of respect for those that differ along the way.  I'm focused on ECU and again I'm not nor have I 
ever been anti Cecil nor anti BOT that's been again an incredibly unfortunate false narrative what 
I am is pro ECU, I have an opinion but it doesn't make me dislike anyone personally at all.  If I 
don't support members on this next BOT vote ( I am only one vote ) its not because I don't like 
them personally it would be because in my opinion someone else is better positioned to serve etc 
but that wouldn't be anything personal , again I'm pro ECU and with that I make decisions and 
have opinions that I think are best for the school others that feel differently is fine with me but its 
not personal and I'm not going to make it that way.  Thanks for the e-mail and Go Pirates 
 
Harry 
 
 
 
On Thu, Jan 17, 2019 at 3:35 PM Kieran Shanahan <Kieran@shanahanlawgroup.com> wrote: 

Our Board is making  decisions based on what we believe is in the best interest of ECU.  Those who 
signed the unsolicited letter echo our view based on what they have experienced. Let’s move forward 
united for ECU. 

We (and all of Pirate Nation)  are  watching closely  as you  put together the Budget Priorities for the 
System, especially ECU. Of all Pirates you are in the best position to help secure much needed  funding 
for ECU. Yes, there are many schools in the system that are also in need  (and are deserving) of funding 
but we both know how critical adequate funding is to eastern North Carolina. We are counting on you 
Harry. Go Pirates ! 
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Kieran Shanahan | Principal    

  

 

  

128 E. Hargett Street | Third Floor 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

  

Phone: (919) 856-9494 

Email: kieran@shanahanmcdougal.com  

   

Please see the IRS Circular 230 Notice and the Confidentiality Notice below before reading this email.  

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL: This electronic message and any attachments are confidential 
property of the sender. The information is intended only for the use of the person to whom it was 
addressed. Any other interception, copying, accessing, or disclosure of this message is prohibited. The 
sender takes no responsibility for any unauthorized reliance on this message. If you have received this 
message in error, please immediately notify the sender and purge the message you received. Do not 
forward this message without permission.  

  

From: Harry Smith [mailto:hs681v@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2019 7:12 AM 
To: Margaret Spellings (margaret.spellings@northcarolina.edu) 
<margaret.spellings@northcarolina.edu>; Staton, Cecil <CPSTATON@ecu.edu> 
Cc: Kel Normann <normann.kel@gmail.com>; Vern Davenport <vern.davenport@gmail.com>; Kieran 
Shanahan <Kieran@shanahanlawgroup.com> 
Subject: ECU 

  

We have another “ circus “ .... the other side has responded as you know and here we go again, 
and who really gets harmed is ECU.  I can’t imagine why anyone would think the support  letter 
was a good idea especially in the context and tone it was written, ECU is again being 
divided.  We have two governing bodies ( BOG-BOT )  with lots of very smart members with 
diverse,  strong backgrounds and when allowed to work properly will produce good decisions in 
the best interest of all parties but with a focus on the institutions health and well being.  I am 
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committed to healthy , transparent , honest discussions that focus on the institution as well as 
those involved with it through a proper governance process.  We have a BOT at ECU that is 
comprised of a lot of great members who all love ECU and they are the front line governing 
body.  Social media and the press are abuzz and here we go again.  Let’s all put ECU first and 
foremost and operate with grace, dignity and respect for differing opinions and allow a healthy 
time tested governance process to work in any and all circumstances and the right things will 
happen and ECU isn’t malaigned along the way.  Steady ahead.....thanks to all for your 
leadership and support.   

  

Harry  

--  

Sent from Gmail Mobile 




